LaSalle Council Tri-Camp Patch

This special patch may be earned by completing the following requirements:

1. Camp overnight at all three of the LaSalle Council camps.
   - Camp Tamarack
   - Camp To-pe-ne-bee
   - Rice Woods

2. Requirements must be completed during a one-year period.

3. Summer camp may be counted.

Bring this completed form to the Scout Center to purchase patches.

Date

Camped overnight at Camp Tamarack _____________
Camped overnight at Camp To-pe-ne-bee _____________
Camped overnight at Rice Woods _____________

These Scouts and Leaders have earned the Tri-Camp Patch (print names):

__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________
__________________________________ __________________________________

Unit Leader Signature __________________________________ Unit Number ________

October 2011